NDEB Wireless Lock
Model NDEB

Door Type: Wood or composite, flat
Trim: Sectional
Backset: 2¾" (70 mm)

Note A:
Drill only halfway through door thickness. Do NOT drill through outside face of door.

Left Hand (LH) Door Shown

Common to Lock, Strike, and Door

Outside of LH Door
Door Edge
Inside of LH Door
Door Jamb

See Note A
½" (19) hole halfway through door thickness

Note A:
Drill only halfway through door thickness. Do NOT drill through outside face of door.

Dimensions shown in parentheses () are in millimeters.
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DRAWING IS NOT TO SCALE!
Customer service: 877-671-7011
We can help you find the correct guide for your product and application!
NDEB Wireless Lock
Model NDEB

Door Type: Metal
Trim: Sectional
Backset: 2¾" (70 mm)

Note A:
Do NOT drill through outside face of door.

Left Hand (LH) Door Shown

Outside of LH Door
Door Edge
Inside of LH Door
Door Jamb

Common to Lock, Strike, and Door

DRAWING IS NOT TO SCALE!
Customer service: 877-671-7011
We can help you find the correct guide for your product and application!

Dimensions shown in parentheses () are in millimeters.
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